apcolite  BOOK OF COLOURS
INTRODUCTION

We all love our homes. And there’s no stone that we will leave unturned to transform it into the most beautiful place in the world. While we put a great deal of effort and care in colouring the walls of our home, there are some spaces that still don’t get enough of our attention. These smaller spaces, the ones we can do so much with, can really enhance the look of our homes.

Presenting The Apcolite Book of Colours to help inspire you to creatively liven up these spaces. Packed inside are interesting colour ideas, techniques and inspirations that can make any space come alive. So be it doors, furniture or cabinets that you wish to transform, this book will show you how you can do it, differently. So go ahead and explore the many unexplored possibilities in these spaces.
LIVING ROOM

Every corner of your living room has a story to tell. Its beauty translates to set a perfect impression for the entire house. Enhance the look of your living room by giving the furniture a facelift through interesting ways to highlight them. Bathe it in elegance, with the most welcoming colours to make sure your guests feel at home!
METALLICS

Go ahead and add a dash of happiness to your living room. Highlight areas that you think should stand out like the centre table by giving it a metallic accent. Make a style statement with those multi-tones on your cabinet, or give it the classic touch of a single colour. Go ahead and explore this section for more such interesting ideas.
BEDROOM

Your bedroom is an extension of your personality; it defines you like nothing else. There’s a lot to think about before choosing colours for every element here. Colours, that reflect your style and at the same time heighten the looks of your room. So take a look at these easy-to-steal colour ideas and techniques to give your bedroom, the look of your dreams.
OMBRE

Ombre is the trending style of the season for furniture. Its subtle shift in colour gives the room a much needed visual relief. Use it on your favourite chest of drawers to create a mesmerising effect. Give an interesting character to your cavity drawer with multiple shades or a touch of single-shade elegance. Flip through this section to look for tips to enhance the looks of your bedroom.

To see more Ombre options refer to page 35.
KIDS’ ROOM

Rainbow beds, Zebra cupboards, Panda chairs, a kids’ room is all about fun experiments and indulging their imagination and creativity. This room reflects the liveliness of your kid’s nature and hence the idea is to create an inspiring space. We suggest bright, lively colours that act like fuel to their imagination and add exciting energy for their daily adventures.
COLOUR BLOCKING

Giving your kid’s room a colourful look can have playful results. Colour blocking breaks the monotony of their room with eye-catching contrasts as shown in the cabinet shelves. Make the door a part of the décor combining bright colours with a crisp geometry. Go ahead and bring energy and dynamism to your kid’s room with these fun filled techniques. To use multiple colours using Colour Blocking options refer to page 38.
KITCHEN

What if Peach, Orange, Mustard and Greens were more than just eatables in your kitchen? Perhaps the lively colours on the cabinets will inspire you to experiment in your kitchen like never before. Be creative with some interesting colourful recipes in this section. Get adventurous, go ahead and give your kitchen the attention it deserves.
MULTI-TONE

Multi-Tone can transform any simple kitchen into a totally unique and artful area. It’s an easy way to liven up your cabinets and shelves in the kitchen. Highlight the features of your kitchen with this technique. Say goodbye to flat monochromatic single colour cabinets and say hello to uninhibited use of colour.

To see more interesting Multi-Tone options turn to page 36.
OMBRE

Ombre is an interesting technique of using different shades moving from light to dark or vice-versa. This technique is great for those who wish to express their creativity through colours. Ombre doesn’t always have to be a one shade transition. Two different colours can also carry this effect and add an interesting twist to the look. Below are a few interesting colour combinations that bring out the best in Ombre.
MULTI-TONE

Multi-tone is a great technique that helps you explore something different rather than just a single coloured object. It’s about painting your furniture in contrasting two or more colours for an impactful statement. You can apply this to just about any object and give it an artistic look by adding a surprise colour to it, just like this cavity drawer. Below are a few colour combinations that work best for multi-tone techniques.
GEO-DESIGN

This is a technique that makes the strongest statement in a room. The geo-design patterns can be in stripes, squares, half and half, or any other way that you can imagine. It can give an otherwise boring surface, an interesting character and make your furniture everyone’s envy. Just like this children’s door that is done up in an interesting geo-design pattern with two colours. So go ahead and choose some funky patterns with bold colours to give your room a modern look.
COLOUR BLOCKING

In this technique, the monotony of a dominant colour is broken by a splash of two or more contrasting colours. A colour-blocked piece of furniture adds more drama to a room while remaining classy. The contrasting colours make the areas stand out on the background of a dominant colour giving it an artistic look in its own way. So get inspired from the colour combinations below and try few in your home!

Rich Rosewood
4291
Peanut Butter
8559
Yellow Scoop
7945
Prairie Green
7471
Radiance
7890
Brown Sugar
8582
Spring Bouquet
7154
Vintage Rose
8104
Cairo Bazaar
8665
Kitchen Garden
7821
First Dawn
8131
Stone Age
8288
Fairyfale
7251
Minty Ale
8419
Grains of Sand
7034
Copper Moon
8013
Wild Prune
8125
Earth Song
8550
Pure Red
8093
Goldfish
7973
BROWN AND BEAUTIFUL

Shades of brown offer an earthy versatility to any object. Apcolite enamels are available in a wide range of rich browns - from a hue of dark chocolate to a shade of light, aromatic coffee. So go ahead and pick one or a combination of browns to give your room a look of elegance.
Asian Paints Apcolite Premium Emulsions offer rich and excellent finish for your walls that ooze sophistication. They come in a wide range of colours and rich matt finishes that help your walls get an elegant look. Add to that a superior stain washability and you get walls that stay good looking for years to come.

Asian Paints Apcolite Advanced Emulsion provides a rich matt finish due to its super-acrylic quality.

Asian Paints Apcolite Advanced Emulsion provides a rich matt finish with excellent stain-clean ability and resistance to burnish.

EMULSION

APCOLITE ADVANCED HEAVY DUTY EMULSION

APCOLITE PREMIUM EMULSION

Here are some additional colour combinations that can make any object come alive in your home. Discover the ideal colour match for the browns in your home, or go for any of the indicated two colour combinations for your furniture to give it a refreshing look.

ENAMELS

Asian Paints Apcolite Advanced Enamels come in two exciting finishes – a glossy mirror like finish and another that offers the rich sheen of a satin fabric. These are all surface paints that offer excellent protection and a smooth, long lasting, washable finish.

APCOLITE PREMIUM SATIN ENAMEL

APCOLITE PREMIUM GLOSS ENAMEL

Asian Paints Apcolite Premium Gloss Enamel imparts a shiny new look to surfaces painted with the finish. It is the tough finish that is highly resistant to household stains and makes it very easy to clean.
Asian Paints Apcolite Premium Emulsions offer rich and excellent finish for your walls that ooze sophistication. They come in a wide range of colours and rich matt finishes that help your walls get an elegant look. Add to that a superior stain washability and you get walls that stay good looking for years to come.

**APCOLITE ADVANCED HEAVY DUTY EMULSION**

Asian Paints Apcolite Advanced Emulsion provides a rich matt finish with excellent stain clean ability and resistance to burnish.

- **2X Film Strength**
- **Advanced Stain Guard**
- **Burnish resistant Micro-Sphere**
- **Rich Matt Finish**

**APCOLITE PREMIUM EMULSION**

Asian Paints Apcolite Premium Emulsion provides a rich matt finish to the wall due to its super-acrylic quality.

- **Best in class Hiding**
- **Rich Matt Finish**
- **Superior Whiteness**
ENAMELS
Asian Paints Apcolite Premium Enamels come in two exciting finishes – a glossy mirror like finish and another that offers the rich sheen of a satin fabric. These are all surface paints that offer excellent protection and a smooth, long lasting, washable finish.

APCOLITE PREMIUM SATIN ENAMEL
Asian Paints Apcolite Premium Satin Enamel is a soft sheen enamel with the gentle, soothing sheen of a Satin fabric. It gives a rich sophisticated look to your wooden and metal surfaces that complements the décor of your home.

APCOLITE PREMIUM GLOSS ENAMEL
Asian Paints Apcolite Premium Gloss Enamel imparts a shiny new look to surfaces painted with this finish. It forms a tough film that is highly resistant to household stains and makes it very easy to clean.
PERFORMANCE YOU CAN DEPEND ON

Log on to www.asianpaints.com/apcolite/ to see the perfect partnership between Apcolite & Dravid.